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Could this be the answer for remote teaching
in South Africa? 

Dear SGB, Principals, Teachers & Parents,

As the whole world changes the way it operates during this pandemic, teachers, students and parents are
having to adapt to new lockdown situations and social distancing protocols which include teaching
students at home. The Coronavirus has accelerated the need for remote teaching, a very scary thought
for many of us. We would like to offer all our schools and teachers the opportunity to try Moza. It is an
incredible software with multiple built in resources and tools for teachers, parents and students and it is
ideally suited for in-class or at home-environments.

We are offering you an incredible opportunity to trial this premier teaching and learning software. Have a
look at this quick demo video here (link) to understand why it's so special. During this extraordinary time,
we are offering extended trial licencing until mid June 2020.

It is undoubtedly the most fascinating and absorbing interactive remote learning software with thousands
of resources for Grade 1-12 subjects. Teachers can create 3D interactive presentations, or import and
modify their existing teaching resources with images, narratives, videos, 3D resources and subject
specific tools & games. Learners can sit at home, follow the lesson sent by the teacher, engage,
contribute and then do an assessment at the end of the presentation to demonstrate if they understood
the content or concept. The classroom is brought to YOU, right in front of you, on your device in a crystal
clear and immersive manner. 

These are just a few of the key features:

Incredible functionality to import your own lessons and educational content or choose from many
other free or paid for textbooks, from Grades 1-12 from the MozaLibrary. For example you can
import any of your DBE CAPS workbooks or open source textbooks, PowerPoints, Word
Documents and populate and enrich the pages with any of the Moza assets below.
1246 amazing 3D resources (very powerful and interactive)
147 pre-made subject specific lessons - totally customisable!
5293 educational images
776 audio clips
1065 educational videos with narrative
119 tools & games
Instantly create quizzes and assessments
All of this in one easy to use application
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In addition, to help parents, teachers and learners better understand mozaBook interactive remote
teaching and learning software, we would like to invite you to join our 20 minute demo webinar next
Tuesday the 14th of April. If you’d like to attend, please answer our quick questionnaire, so that we can
also send you an invite, (questionnaire) and set a time that is most suitable for everyone. We’ll also send
you a licence key and download instructions to your email address. 

EduBoard is operating remotely during the lockdown and will be readily available to assist with any
enquiries, sales or remote technical assistance you require. Please see our contact details on our website
for more info.

Wishing you and your families strength and courage - stay safe and healthy.

Yours Sincerely, 

The EduBoard Team
mozainfo@eduboard.co.za
www.eduboard.co.za
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